
5th Kup - Blue Stripe - Yul Gok 
 

Begin in a parallel ready stance 
 

1. Step your left leg into a sitting stance and place your left fist out in front of you 
2. Perform a double punch (this is in fast motion) 
3. (move 3 is the 2nd punch) 
4. Step your left leg back in then repeat move 1, this time stepping to your right 
5. Perform a double punch 
6. (move 6 is the 2nd punch) 
7. Step your right leg back in, then step the same leg out at a 45° angle into a 

walking stance and perform a high section inner forearm block 
8. Step forwards and perform a low section front snap kick 
9. Recover the leg, then rechamber and land down with a double punch 
10. (move 10 is the 2nd punch, this should be a reverse punch) 
11.Step your left leg back in, then step turn 90° to your left in a walking stance 

and perform a high section inner forearm block 
12.Step forwards and perform a low section front snap kick 
13.Recover the leg, then rechamber and land down with a double punch 
14. (move 14 is the 2nd punch, this should be a reverse punch) 

 
15.Step your right leg back in, then step 45° (back to the center line) and perform 

a palm high hooking block in a walking stance 
16. Immediately rechamber and perform a hooking block with the opposite arm 
17.Follow this hooking block up with an obverse middle section punch 
18.Step forwards and perform a hooking block 
19. Immediately rechamber and perform a hooking block with the opposite arm 
20.Follow this hooking block up with an obverse middle section punch 
21.Step forwards and perform another obverse punch 
22.Step forwards and perform a bending ready stance with a forearm guarding 

block 
23.Perform a middle section side piercing kick 
24.Recover the kick and land down in walking stance with a front elbow strike 
25.Perform a step turn 180° with your back foot, into a bending ready stance 
26.Perform a middle section side piercing kick 
27.Recover the kick and land down in walking stance with a front elbow strike 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Yul Gok Continued 
 

28.Bring your back leg forwards, step turn 90° to your left and perform a twin 
knife hand block in L stance 

29.Step forwards and perform a straight fingertip thrust in walking stance 
30.Step turn 180° and perform a twin knife hand block in L stance 
31.Step forwards and perform a straight fingertip thrust in walking stance 
32.Step turn 90° to your left and perform a high section outer forearm block in 

walking stance 
33.Chamber on the spot and perform a reverse middle section punch 
34.Step forwards and perform a high section outer forearm block in walking 

stance 
35.Chamber on the spot and perform a reverse middle section punch 
36.Chamber for a backfist side strike, jump for distance and land in an X stance 

whilst performing the strike (your left leg should hold your weight) 
37.Step turn 270° to your right and perform a high section double forearm block 

in walking stance 
38.Bring the right leg to your left then in the opposite direction, perform a high 

section double forearm block in walking stance with a ki-ap 
 

Bring your left leg in, back to a parallel ready stance. 
 
 
 
 
 


